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Issues with current interfaces for ontology engineering 

• Poor ability to provide „gestalt‟ views of an ontology 

– Essential to support sensemaking, esp. when exploring ontologies created 

by other people 

– This issue is related to the lack of good support for abstraction and 

saliency 

• Poor support for ontology navigation 

– Entity browser OK but limited 

– Graphical interfaces rather inflexible in their support for exploration 

• E.g., either expand only direct subclasses or all subtree 

– Some very interesting ideas (e.g., CropCircles), but limited in functionalities 

• Observational studies (Dzbor et al., 2006) indicate low levels of user 

satisfaction with interface support in ontology engineering tools 

– Esp. lack of support for selective visualization of ontology parts, summaries, 

and overviews [4]. 

– Problems affect especially naïve users.  
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KC-Viz: Key concept based visualization 

• Uses an ontology summarization algorithm (KCE) as a 

way to provide „conceptual‟ abstraction facilities 

– In contrast with all other tools which try to support abstraction 

through graphical means (if they support abstraction at all) 

– KCE parameters can be customised by the users 

• Rich set of options for exploring/hiding parts of an 

ontology 

• Scales up to large ontologies 

• Support for graphical layout customization, history 

browsing, loading/saving snapshots, etc.. 

• Integration with other components of NeOn Toolkit 

– Esp Entity Browser and Inspector 
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Automatically identifying Key Concepts 

Project 
Researcher 
Phd Student 
Technology  
Publication  
Educational Organization 
. 
. 
 

Evidence that human experts are able to summarize  

ontologies very effectively  



Identifying key concepts: Approach 

• Integration of cognitive criteria with lexical statistics, formal and 

topological criteria 

– Natural categories (Rosch, 1978) 

• information rich concepts that are „basic‟ from a cognitive standpoint 

• E.g., dog, cat, chair, etc.. 

– Density 

• information rich concepts from a formal standpoint 

• i.e., concepts rich in attributes, instances, or subclasses,  

• We use both local and global density measures 

– Popularity 

• Lexical statistics 

• Familiar words tend to be more descriptive than unfamiliar one 

• We use both global and local popularity measures 

– Best ontology coverage (topological) 

• We want to ensure that for each concept C in the ontology, there is a key 

concept Ki, such that either C   Ki or  Ki  C 



Empirical evaluation of KCE 

• 4 Ontologies – 8 Experts 

• Experts showed on average a 74.68% agreement ratio 

• KCE showed a 72.08% agreement ratio with the experts 

• Practically KCE could not be distinguished from experts in 

its ability to extract the best descriptors of an ontology 
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Evaluation 
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Evaluation: Basics 

• 21 subjects, 3 groups  

– Neon Toolkit without KC-Viz; Protégé/OwlViz; NeOn Toolkit with KC-Viz 

• Process 

– Subjects filled a questionnaire, answering questions about their expertise 

in ontology engineering, KR languages, and ontology engineering tools 

• E.g., NeOn, Protégé, etc.. 

– Tutorial (using pizza ontology)  

– 1 warm up task (using AKTLite Ontology)   

– 4 tasks (15 min per task) with SUMO-Lite Ontology (630 classes) 

• http://www.ontologyportal.org/translations/SUMO.owl.  

• Upper-level ontology with generic concepts 

– Reasonable to expect subjects to be familiar with the contents 

– Right level of size/complexity for the task 

– SUS Usability Questionnaire 

– KC-Viz demo (for those who did not use KC-Viz for the test) 
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Tasks 

• T1. Which class has the highest number of direct subclasses in the ontology? 

• T2. What is the most developed (i.e., has the biggest subtree) subclass of 

class Quantity found in the ontology at a concrete level of granularity (i.e.,  do 

not consider abstract classes which have the term „quantity‟ in their id)? 

• T3. Find three subclasses of Agent, at the most abstract level possible (under 

Agent of course), which are situated at the same level in the hierarchy as 

each other, and are also subclasses of CorpuscularObject. 

• T4. We have two individual entities (a particular copy of the book War&Peace 

and a particular 5p coin). Find the most specific classes in the ontology, to 

which they belong, say P1 and P2, and then identify the most specific class 

in the ontology, say C1, which is a superclass of both P1 and P2 – i.e., the 

lowest common superclass of both P1 and P2. 
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Rationale for task specification 

• No benchmark for this kind of experiment 

• Reproducibility criterion requires reasonably fine-grained 

tasks with clear performance criteria 

• Need to avoid task specification which mapped directly to 

KC-Viz features 

– E.g., “find most important concepts” 

• Navigation is an essential element of a sensemaking 

process 

• Some degree of intersection with tasks used in previous 

studies – e.g., (Parsia, 2005) 
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Results 

• KC-Viz subjects faster on all four tasks 

• However difference significant only on Task 1 

– although approaching significance also on Total Time 

• Also more failures in other groups than in KC-Viz group 

– 5 (NTK), 6 (OwlViz), 2(KC-Viz)  
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Other findings 

• Usability 

– No much difference in usability scores 

• KC-Viz slightly better but not significant 

– However positive correlation found between experience in ontology engineering 

and usability score 

• That is, perceived usability probably reflects the greater ability of subjects 

• These findings suggest that the results of usability questionnaires in this kind of 

evaluations should be treated with much caution and ideally triangulated with other data 

• Experience and Performance 

– Also significant negative correlation between ontology experience score and total 

time spent across the four tasks and on task 3 

– Correlation between experience of ontology engineering tools and task 

performance was statistically significant for task 1 and task 3 and was close to 

significance on overall performance 

– In sum: experts perform better regardless of the tool! 
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Summing up 

• KC-Viz is unique in the way it uses ontology 

summarization to support ontology visualization and 

navigation 

• Experimental results suggest that KC-Viz provides 

performance advantage to users in typical navigation 

tasks 

• Feedback from users confirms value of KCE-based 

approach 
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Future Work 

• Preliminary experiments with CropCircles show good 

performance with this tool in „pure‟ topological tasks 

– This suggests the value of a very coarse-grained visualization as the basis 

for exploration - even though the control provided by KC-Viz appears to be 

more effective in supporting more complex exploration tasks 

• Video Analysis also provided evidence of other features which 

appears to provide advantages to users 

• Planned new features 

– Coarse-grained views, where an entire ontology is shown, even though 

you can't actually see the labels.  

– Dynamic mode - navigate in the entity browser and update graphs 

automatically using the current expand option 

– Node-specific collapse/undo collapse  

– Ability to highlight connected links 
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